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they are biologically androgynous and do not have external manifestations of gender
difference, the
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are rather primarily androgynous, soul-awakened identities. Their bodies are composed of
less dense
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the same "androgynous" Harmonic Merkaba Spin and the small internal D-1 Merkaba
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20 feet tall androgynous felineavian-human land-water mammal "Breatherian" (does not
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they are biologically androgynous and do not have external manifestations of gender
difference, the
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an electromagnetic "androgeneous" set of two. Merkaba Spirals, composed of counter-clock-
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an electromagnetic "androgeneous" set of two Merkaba Spirals, composed of counter-clock-
wise
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female (c) androgynous Multiple Choice Answers: 1. A, 2. C, 3. A, 4.
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electricals and the androgynous, which tends to be electro-magnetics together ... we have
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females and the androgynous ones that represent the 3 components of electromagnetic. I
just
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magnetic or the androgynous role, and they are surrounding another Divine Blueprint
configuration which

positions that the androgynous people have and there are 2 groups of them, again

to locate the androgynous role players, after we got , the 2 main sets

precursor to any androgynous role-playing. What that means is we have to get

deal with the androgynous positions. · Well then, it really remains then, which of
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people who occupy androgynous positions, can spin in whatever way they move in the
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been confirmed as androgynous position South. So, on the large circle of the androgynous

circle of the androgynous group, not the 8 on the inner, but the ..
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male position, the androgyge spin in whatever direction they wish ... On 3 we"ll
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are occupying an androgynous ManU role today can spin in any direction they are
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the ManU, the androgenous-component, alright. And we had a little more time in

so developed, you"re androgenous" -was "cool and superior to everybody else." And

Page:  260



all indicative of androgenous positions. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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male, female and androgenous. And if I remember right, there have to be 8

the male/female/androgenous one sorted out in privacy- you know, where then we
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those who occupy androgenous positions can do either or both. And you need just

the people occupying androg, have been moved at some point to rotate in both

counter-clockwise and androg either direction. And that implies doing 1 then another, then
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rotate counterclockwise, the androgenous role players can spin in either direction, or both,
while

males clockwise, and androgynous in either direction, or both, but not at the same
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the female or androgynous, according to how you"re moved, according to how you feel.

female or an androg, you always begin with the tone that corresponds with the

have to do androg. You don"t have to do female. You don"t have to
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pattern ... so androg, female, male, androg, female, male, and so on around the

androg, female, male, androg, female, male, and so on around the inner, and then

just runs male, androg, female, male androg female and so on like that. "

androg, female, male androg female and so on like that. " The MCEO Freedom
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if you"re representing androg, you will use them both. So, you "ll rotate

you are following androg, what I"m saying is, you can begin .. . you

because you are androg, whereas if you are male or female, ,you are

If you are androg, you have to do the whole round? "-----"" A"zah: Yes,
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That means the androg will do three of each. So everyone is doing six

talking about the androg? For an androg, one round is 8 lines, ok? Whereas

androg? For an androg, one round is 8 lines, ok? Whereas the other guys

Yes, so the androg people are doing both rows, but 3 times. The MCEO
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Are you an androg person? Yeah, you work down one column ... you start
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so we have androgynous coming to our equation. Between now and 9 "-- 441
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up with 8 androge; 8 male, 8 female , and then before you go

you are an androge, or a male or a female ... 24. Regardless of

But it runs androg, male, female CW all the way around the room. The

the room. The androgynous is occupying the cardinal positions North, South, East and West,

you go just androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-
female all the

androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female all the
way around with

androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female all the way around with the centre 12
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6 individuals, 2 androge, 2 males, 2 females in each position, all right? Each

way is easiest, androge there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re

easiest, androge there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re forming a

there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re forming a line in

androge here and androge here so they"re forming a line in the cardinal directions,
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male, there is androgen, right. All this amounts to is that you get in

we bring the androges in to position here and here and here, you"ve got
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point, from the androge position.! mean if you write in the technical detail and

it is the androge who occupies the Southerly position. Although everyone starts to move

so in fact androge South doesn"t ever, ever push anything. Question: Would you mind

if the initial androges for the groups of 6 came out first, just 2

Page:  475

androges. You"ve got 3, OK, that"s 2. Now the next thing

the pair of androges. So, right now we"re going to have groups of 4

We"ve got 2 androges and 2 females who are joining androges. Az: And then



who are joining androges. Az: And then finally the 2 males just join the

remember that the androges sit in the cardinal line so an androge would sit

line so an androge would sit with their back to the window facing the

candle and another androge would sit in the corresponding facing position. You come and

all the other androges can, can copy this. OK, now from that point, a

a female was androgen . Oi! I"m looking across the room like you should

Page:  476

equidistant fashion, 4 androges, so let"s deal with the lines one at a time.

we need an androge to be about in this position here, any androgen. You

position here, any androgen. You being androge this time? OK, stand up. This makes

androgen. You being androge this time? OK, stand up. This makes it easier to

we have an androge who will do the same thing in this position. OK?

we have an androge standing here and an androge standing there. Just about where[?]

here and an androge standing there. Just about where[?] is. Just working with the

... are you androge? Just to get this little configuration set, because from here

The inner 4 androge need to step about 18 inches towards the corners. .

the remaining 4 androges and the 4 need to come and stand in the

square and the androges that surround them. So, we would have here, we would

away from the androges who should be standing just to the other s"ide of
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up, the full androge that occupy the outer ring of the inner two rings

there. As the androges are standing in the cardinals inside of them, so that

so that the androges make a line inside with the cross, all right? So,
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CCW and the androges can choose to do whichever they"re inclined or moved in

you are representing androge and you feel inclined to do a few CW and

stand is the androge South point, urn, but the outer, when we call a
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to represent the androgynous role in all of this- the ManU. You can go

boys can"t be androgynous any more than girls can be. We happen to have

can have eight androgynous. I don"t really mind. But what I"m asking you to

a girl and androg. We"ve enjoyed the benefit of some boys being girls and

two circles, the androg inner, male outer, female inner, androg outer, male inner, male

outer, female inner, androg outer, male inner, male outer. What · we"ll do is

the inner circle androg, female, male, androg, female, male & so on down first,

androg, female, male, androg, female, male & so on down first, , and then

role of male, androg, female on the outer the, simply have to go in

to be an androg. Just know when we get to the point tonight. .....___,

males, females and androg ... ) The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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the malefemale and androge roles which, incidentally, has changed since yesterday in view of

of male and androge if I remember right, but I do know that we

to have 6 androges and not 8, and that will imply that we change
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6 ManU or androge and they will be working upper and lower. The upper

but he means androge) will be running 400 upper, 140 lower, ok? Alright? (

yes, you"re right, androge. 400 upper spiral, 140 bottom spiral. And the corresponding male

um, male and androge, stand side by side facing in, in each of these

remembered right. The androge will always stand on the left of a male in

positions. So the androge is always on the left-hand side when looking in

these places. The androge role will be held by the left position in relation

we have 8 androge roles whereas we only need 6 which means we have

2 of the androges out. Sorry? Um, so, we need all together, 6 androge,

all together, 6 androge, 6 male and 12 female, ok. Participant: I"ll move from



I"ll move from androge to female. That leaves 7 androges. Az: Well, we, um.

That leaves 7 androges. Az: Well, we, um. Participant: I was a female/male
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8 guys, 8 androges and 8 ladies, right? Participant: Right. We need 2 androges

We need 2 androges to go to the females, right? And 2 males to

be females or androges, yeah? (Participants talking). Az: So, where are we? Participants:

Participants talking) Az: Androges tend to turn in any direction they want to. Yeah.

arms of the androge and the male as they walk around the room and

it only the androgynous that are thinking upper, lower, CW, CCW, you have the

it"s only the androgynous that are having their merkaba going both at the same

Page:  102

different percentages of androgynous, etc. in both of those conditions, so, do we switch

set up of androge, male, female or androge, female, male, etc. So that doesn"t

male, female or androge, female, male, etc. So that doesn"t work out when you

2 male, 2 androges. Times 4 is 24, right? (Participants speaking and setting

males, females and androges in each of the cardinal points, ok? So, the first

female , 2 androge in each of the 4 cardinal positions in the room.
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center, before the androges and the males come around the edge. That"s the way

are male or androge, when they are in direct position with those individual types

as the male, androge, male, androge, male, androgen __ around the edges. Now, we"ve

male, androge, male, androge, male, androgen __ around the edges. Now, we"ve only got

male, androge, male, androgen __ around the edges. Now, we"ve only got 20 minutes

will be two androge people. That"s two, plus two is four, leaving one and

we have two androges and one male would go there, one would go there,

male here, two androge here, two androge there, three females there, three females here.

androge here, two androge there, three females there, three females here. Because, there"s
only

there"s only one androge left to go around. There"s going to be one androge

to be one androge there and one androge there ... which means two males

there and one androge there ... which means two males have to be there

Page:  217

the where an androge comes and stands here, one stands -._____./ there, one there



in the rotation androge, male, androge, male and go around the room All you

rotation androge, male, androge, male and go around the room All you need then

outer ring comprise androge, and the androge have to rotate clockwise upper
sectioncounterclockwise-lower

androge, and the androge have to rotate clockwise upper sectioncounterclockwise-lower
section, and their

140. And the androge people will also as they are inclined in the moment...
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If you"re an androge, you"re 400 clockwise masculine __ 400 male, 400 clockwise rotation.

clockwise rotation. The androge is using a different speed. The female is counterclockwise
lower

Page:  220

be rotating, male, androge, male, androge ... [continues to organize stand/group geometry/

male, androge, male, androge ... [continues to organize stand/group geometry/Shadra] I

running 35. The androge people have a choice. They can rotate, but they must

clockwise. If you"re androge you can use either "----" direction freely, as long as

going. So, the androge need to rotate in the direction a little more frequently

that there are androges amongst the males on the outside, you use the male

Page:  280

E. I"m an androge. But even that implies a body or a polarity in

even call it androge. There"s something beyond that, that I don"t think you could

something even behind androge, when you put the two polarities together. There is
something
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female and the androg, which is the Kryst one in the middle, and we"ve
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any of the androg people come in the middle and put your head down

ll have one androg pointing towards the south, one towards the north, east and
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original spirit or androgynous Being out of which they both came. " Partiki, PartikA,
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4 of the Androg people ... it doesn"t matter, there"s no you know, there"s

4 of the Androg come out to the middle where the little piece of
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electricals and the androgynous, which tends to be electro-magnetics together ... we have

Page:  97

females and the androgynous ones that represent the 3 components of electromagnetic I
just

Page:  98

magnetic or the androgynous role, and they are surrounding another Divine Blueprint
configuration which

positions that the androgynous people have and there are 2 groups of them, again

to locate the androgynous role players, after we got the 2 main sets positioned.

precursor to any androgynous role-playing. What that means is we have to get

deal with the androgynous positions. Well then, it really remains then, which of the

Page:  100

people who occupy androgynous positions, can spin in whatever way they move in the

Page:  101

been confirmed as androgynous position South. So, on the large circle of the androgynous

circle of the androgynous group, not the 8 on the inner, but the ...

Page:  103

male position, the androgyge spin in whatever direction they wish ... On 3 we"ll

Page:  212

are occupying an androgynous ManU role today can spin in any direction they are

Page:  259

the ManU, the androgenous-component, alright And we had a little more time in

so developed, you"re androgenous" -was "cool and superior to everybody else" And

Page:  260



all indicative of androgenous positions. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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male, female and androgenous. And if I remember right, there have to be 8

the male/female/androgenous one sorted out in privacy- you know, where then we

Page:  286

those who occupy androgenous positions can do either or both. And you need just

the people occupying androg, have been moved at some point to rotate in both

counter-clockwise and androg either direction. And that implies doing 1 then another, then

Page:  291

rotate counterclockwise, the androgenous role players can spin in either direction, or both,
while

males clockwise, and androgynous in either direction, or both, but not at the same

Page:  318

the female or androgynous, according to how you"re moved, according to how you feel

female or an androg, you always begin with the tone that corresponds with the

have to do androg. You don"t have to do female You don"t have to

Page:  320

pattern ... so androg, female, male, androg, female, male, and so on around the

androg, female, male, androg, female, male, and so on around the inner, and then

just runs male, androg, female, male androg female and so on like that The

androg, female, male androg female and so on like that The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  321

if you"re representing androg, you will use them both. So, you"ll rotate through both

you are following androg, what I"m saying is, you can begin ... you can

because you are androg, whereas if you are male or female, you are only

If you are androg, you have to do the whole round? A"zah Yes, you"re

Page:  322

That means the androg will do three of each. So everyone is doing six

talking about the androg? For an androg, one round is 8 lines, ok? Whereas

androg? For an androg, one round is 8 lines, ok? Whereas the other guys

Yes, so the androg people are doing both rows, but 3 times. The MCEO
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Are you an androg person? Yeah, you work down one column ... you start

Page:  441

so we have androgynous coming to our equation. Between now and 9 The MCEO

Page:  442

up with 8 androge, 8 male, 8 female, and then before you go to

you are an androge, or a male or a female 24. Regardless of what

But it runs androg, male, female CW all the way around the room. The

the room. The androgynous is occupying the cardinal positions North, South, East and West,

you go just androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-
female all the

androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female all the
way around with

androgynous-male-female, androgynous-male-female all the way around with the centre 12

Page:  473

6 individuals, 2 androge, 2 males, 2 females in each position, all right? Each

way is easiest, androge there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re

easiest, androge there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re forming a

there, androge there, androge here and androge here so they"re forming a line in

androge here and androge here so they"re forming a line in the cardinal directions,

Page:  474

male, there is androgen, right All this amounts to is that you get in

we bring the androges in to position here and here and here, you"ve got

Page:  475

point, from the androge position. I mean if you write in the technical detail

it is the androge who occupies the Southerly position. Although everyone starts to move

so in fact androge South doesn"t ever, ever push anything. Question Would you mind

if the initial androges for the groups of 6 came out first, just 2

Page:  476

androges. You"ve got 3, OK, that"s 2. Now the next thing

the pair of androges. So, right now we"re going to have groups of 4

We"ve got 2 androges and 2 females who are joining androges. Az And then



who are joining androges. Az And then finally the 2 males just join the

remember that the androges sit in the cardinal line so an androge would sit

line so an androge would sit with their back to the window facing the

candle and another androge would sit in the corresponding facing position. You come and

all the other androges can, can copy this. OK, now from that point, a

a female was androgen. Oil I"m looking across the room like you should be

Page:  477

equidistant fashion, 4 androges, so let"s deal with the lines one at a time.

we need an androge to be about in this position here, any androgen. You

position here, any androgen. You being androge this time? OK, stand up. This makes

androgen. You being androge this time? OK, stand up. This makes it easier to

we have an androge who will do the same thing in this position. OK?

we have an androge standing here and an androge standing there. Just about where[?]

here and an androge standing there. Just about where[?] is. Just working with the

... are you androge? Just to get this little configuration set, because from here

The inner 4 androge need to step about 18 inches towards the corners. That

the remaining 4 androges and the 4 need to come and stand in the

square and the androges that surround them. So, we would have here, we would

away from the androges who should be standing just to the other side of

Page:  478

up, the full androge that occupy the outer ring of the inner two rings

there. As the androges are standing in the cardinals inside of them, so that

so that the androges make a line inside with the cross, all right? So,

Page:  479

CCW and the androges can choose to do whichever they"re inclined or moved in

you are representing androge and you feel inclined to do a few CW and

stand is the androge South point, um, but the outer, when we call a
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to represent the androgynous role in all of this -the ManU. You can

boys can"t be androgynous any more than girls can be. We happen to have

can have eight androgynous. I don"t really mind. But what I"m asking you to

a girl and androg. We"ve enjoyed the benefit of some boys being girls and

two circles, the androg inner, male outer, female inner, androg outer, male inner, male

outer, female inner, androg outer, male inner, male outer What we"ll do is put

the inner circle androg, female, male, androg, female, male & so on down first,

androg, female, male, androg, female, male & so on down first, , and then

role of male, androg, female on the outer the, simply have to go in

to be an androg. Just know when we get to the point tonight Coffee

males, females and androg .. ) Saturday Lecture [OVD-R 1 Audio File

Page:  100

male-female and androge roles which, incidentally, has changed since yesterday in view of

of male and androge if I remember right, but I do know that we

to have 6 androges and not 8, and that will imply that we change

Page:  103

6 ManU or androge and they will be working upper and lower. The upper

but he means androge) will be running 400 upper, 140 lower, ok? Alright? (

yes, you"re right, androge. 400 upper spiral, 140 bottom spiral. And the corresponding male

um, male and androge, stand side by side facing in, in each of these

remembered right The androge will always stand on the left of a male in

positions. So the androge is always on the left-hand side when looking in

these places. The androge role will be held by the left position in relation

we have 8 androge roles whereas we only need 6 which means we have

2 of the androges out Sorry? Um, so, we need all together, 6 androge,

all together, 6 androge, 6 male and 12 female, ok. Participant I"ll move from



I"ll move from androge to female That leaves 7 androges. Az Well, we, um.

That leaves 7 androges. Az Well, we, um. Participant I was a female/male

8 guys, 8 androges and 81adies, right? The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

Page:  104

We need 2 androges to go to the females, right? And 2 males to

be females or androges, yeah? (Participants talking). Az So, where are we? Participants

Participants talking) Az Androges tend to turn in any direction they want to Yeah.

arms of the androge and the male as they walk around the room and

it only the androgynous that are thinking upper, lower, CW, CCW, you have the

it"s only the androgynous that are having their merkaba going both at the same
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different percentages of androgynous, etc in both of those conditions, so, do we switch

set up of androge, male, female or androge, female, male, etc. So that doesn"t

male, female or androge, female, male, etc. So that doesn"t work out when you

2 male, 2 androges. Times 4 is 24, right? (Participants speaking and setting

males, females and androges in each of the cardinal points, ok? So, the first

2 female, 2 androge in each of the 4 cardinal positions in the room.
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center, before the androges and the males come around the edge. That"s the way

are male or androge, when they are in direct position with those individual types

as the male, androge, male, androge, male, androgen ___ around the edges. Now, we"ve

male, androge, male, androge, male, androgen ___ around the edges. Now, we"ve only got

male, androge, male, androgen ___ around the edges. Now, we"ve only got 20 minutes

will be two androge people. That"s two, plus two is four, leaving one and

we have two androges and one male would go there, one would go there,

male here, two androge here, two androge there, three females there, three females here.

androge here, two androge there, three females there, three females here. Because, there"s
only

there"s only one androge left to go around. There"s going to be one androge

to be one androge there and one androge there ... which means two males

there and one androge there ... which means two males have to be there
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______ where an androge The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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in the rotation androge, male, androge, male and go around the room ___ .

rotation androge, male, androge, male and go around the room ___ . All you

outer ring comprise androge, and the androge have to rotate clockwise upper
sectioncounterclockwise-lower

androge, and the androge have to rotate clockwise upper sectioncounterclockwise-lower
section, and their

140. And the androge people will also as they are inclined in the moment

If you"re an androge, you"re 400 clockwise masculine __ 400 male, 400 clockwise rotation.

clockwise rotation. The androge is using a different speed. The female is counterclockwise
lower
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be rotating, male, androge, male, androge ... [continues to organize stand/group geometry/

male, androge, male, androge ... [continues to organize stand/group geometry/Shadra] I

running 35. The androge people have a choice. They can rotate, but they must
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clockwise. If you"re androge you can use either direction freely, as long as you

going So, the androge need to rotate in the direction a little more frequently

that there are androges amongst the males on the outside, you use the male
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E. I"m an androge. But even that implies a body or a polarity in

even call it androge. There"s something beyond that, that I don"t think you could

something even behind androge, when you put the two polarities together. There is
something
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female and the androg, which is the Kryst one in the middle, and we"ve
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any of the androg people come in the middle and put your head down

you"ll have one androg pointing towards the south, one towards the north, east and
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4 of the Androg people ... it doesn"t matter, there"s no you know, there"s

4 of the Androg come out to the middle where the little piece of
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us. They are androgynous and very sweet and innocent. Ash presented us with new
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potential genders- 1. Androgynous M-F combined-gender, 2. Male, 3. Female, 4. EUnic-
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original spirit or androgynous being out of which they both came. Partiki, PartikA, and
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toed, 12 fingered androgenous hominid that matches the gender of our own bodies (
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of the Kryst" Androge Consciousness Androge Consciousness Male Bod Female Bod E"-LA"-
whas

Kryst" Androge Consciousness Androge Consciousness Male Bod Female Bod E"-LA"-whas
Light being
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genders – 1. Androgynous M-F combined-gender, 2. Male, 3. Female, 4. EUnic
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